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Abstract: Precise spectral and colorimetric simulations in commercial ray tracing software
require realistic light source models, which provide spectral information as a function of angle
and spatial dimension. We describe and validate a general workflow to create hyperspectral LED
models as a linear combination of spectral models. The workflow only requires user defined
precisions and rayfiles obtained with different optical filters. The rayfiles are transformed into
histogram based models, whose precision is evaluated by normalized cross-correlation values of
their intensity distributions in the near-, mid- and far field. Additionally, the concept is evaluated
with a spatial and spectral well defined test device.
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1. Introduction
The illumination quality, for instance color homogeneity, color mixing or other parameters
related to actinic action spectra, is an important aspect in modern lighting technology. Especially
color fringes and color mixing are problematic due to spatially and angular varying spectral
distributions of LEDs. Color inhomogeneity reduction of LED based lighting systems is therefore
an important field of research [1–5]. The design of color mixing optics [6–8] relies on information
regarding the colorimetric and spectral variations of the source. An improved light source model
increases the precision of the optical simulations.
If the ray-optic assumption is used and polarization is neglected, the 7-dimensional plenop-
tic function R(X ,Y , Z , φ, θ, λ, t) is the most general description of the radiation pattern of a
light source, in which (X ,Y , Z) describes the starting point of each ray, (φ, ϑ) the direction,
λ as wavelength the spectral information and t the time [9]. As the steady state condition in
photometry neglects temporal variations, R is reduced to a 6-dimensional function. Near field
goniophotometry [10–12] can be used to directly measure a 5-dimensional R(X ,Y , Z , φ, ϑ).
Only the spectral information is lost due to its integration on an imaging luminance measurement
device (ILMD).
The typical result of a camera based near field goniophotometer measurement is called rayfile
(also referred to as ray file). A rayfile is a randomized statistically discrete description of a light
source given as a list of rays. Each ray is a vector, containing at least a starting point and a
direction in the 3-dimensional space. The relative distribution is either coded in an individual
amplitude of each ray or is implied in the density of the rays with a constant amplitude [13].
An industrial used approach to add varying spectral information to rayfiles of phosphor
converted white LEDs combines two spectrally sharp separated rayfiles for the LED and phosphor
[14]. However, it cannot be used in general because the required sharp spectral separation does
not work for any arbitrary spectrum. The first approaches to create hyperspectral rayfiles for
arbitrary spectra are proposed in [15, 16]. Both combine goniophotometric ILMD measurements
with angular resolved spectral measurements at the same angular positions. The spectrum for each
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spatial and angular position is either obtained by a spectral variation of the far field spectrum
to match measured near field chromaticities [15] or by a direct reconstruction based on the
narrowband ILMD measurements [16]. Both models require a high data amount because each
angular and spatial position stores a spectral distribution. A reduction of the spectral information
is necessary to limit the data amount. Jacobs et. al reduced the spectral information by applying a
principal component analysis to the angular resolved spectral data [17]. The principal components
are combined with rayfiles to create angular resolved spectral rayfiles. However, this method
cannot account spatial spectral variations. Lee et. al [18] used one hyperspectral near field image
and combined it with angular resolved spectral measurements at different measurement distances.
Their spectral information is reduced to spectral bands, which are derived based on a correlation
analysis. Finally, rayfiles in which the starting point probability bases on the hyperspectral image
and the ray direction probability bases on the angular resolved spectral measurements, are created
and optimized. An important aspect of the approaches [15–18] is the measurement time. Angular
resolved spectral measurements require much more time than similar resolved ILMD based
measurements since the integration time of a spectral measurement is larger than the integration
time of an ILMD.
To utilize the fast ILMD measurements and the spectral resolution of a spectrometer, we
proposed a workflow as shown in the upper part of Fig. 1. It relies on a combination of different
ILMD based near field measurements and one global spectral measurement [19]. The workflow
starts with the determination of the individual semiconductor and phosphor basis spectra. The
basis spectra are needed to select an optimal filter set, which is used to perform the ILMD based
near field measurements. The concept minimizes the number of measurements to the number of
sources and reduces the uncertainty of the obtained spectral information by the filter selection.
While the upper part of Fig. 1 is described in detail in our previous publication [19], this paper
extends the workflow by the lower part of Fig. 1 and therefore enables the practical application
of our approach, which is the creation of hyperspectral LED models and spectral rayfiles. We
focus on conventional rayfiles as input data since they offer a high precision, are widely available
and can be obtained with commercially available measurement equipment.
We start by summarizing the basic concepts of the spectral reconstruction in section 2. In
the beginning of section 3 we discuss that the direct application of the spectral reconstruction
is not possible due to the discrete nature of rayfiles. Therefore the goniophotometric measured
rayfiles are transformed into continuous histogram based measurement models, which are
described in subsection 3.1. The model accuracy is ensured by two precision parameters. The
first precision parameter NCC (normalized cross-correlation), which is summarized in subsection
3.2, validates the model resolution. In subsection 3.3 it is shown that the spectral reconstruction
on high precision models regarding the NCC leads to insufficient spectral reconstruction results.
Therefore we derive the second parameter, which is the physically motivated amount of negative
amplitudes, to validate the spectral models. In subsection 3.4 we introduce a post-processing step,
which utilizes neighborhood relations in the models and therefore minimizes those reconstruction
errors. This improvement enables the derivation of the final workflow in subsection 3.5, which
combines high model resolutions and high spectral accuracies by taking into consideration both
user defined precision parameters and their relations.
While the concept works for every arbitrary LED spectrum, which might also contain phosphor
conversion, each step is illustrated by the example of a RGB-LED. We chose the RGB-LED
because the spectrum and position of each spectral source are well separated and therefore well
known. Thus, the RGB-LED enables the possibility to easily detect spectral reconstruction errors
and offers a reasonable validation of the whole calculation process described in section 3.
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the workflow to create spectral rayfiles, adapted from [19].
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2. Basic concepts of the spectral reconstruction
Our main assumption is that the spectral behavior of the plenoptic function R(X ,Y , Z , φ, ϑ, λ)
can be described as weighted sum of given or phenomenologically modeled constant basis spectra
Si (λ) as shown in Eq. (1). Each basis spectrum Si describes one physical spectral source and
only its amplitude Ai (X ,Y , Z , φ, ϑ) remains a function of the angular and spatial dimensions.
R(X ,Y , Z , φ, ϑ, λ) =
n∑
i=1
Ai (X ,Y , Z , φ, ϑ) × Si (λ). (1)
If the test spectrum consists of n basis spectra, n goniophotometric near field measurements
with n different filter transmission profiles τi result in n measurement values Mi as described by
Eq. (2). The variable τsys takes into account the spectral transmission profile of the remaining
system, such as objective lens, ILMD and neutral density (ND) filter.
M1
...
Mn
 =

∫
τ1(λ) · S1(λ) · τsys(λ)dλ · · ·
∫
τ1(λ) · Sn(λ) · τsys(λ)dλ
...
. . .
...∫
τn(λ) · S1(λ) · τsys(λ)dλ · · ·
∫
τn(λ) · Sn(λ) · τsys(λ)dλ
︸                                                                                   ︷︷                                                                                   ︸
MSτ
·

A1
...
An
 . (2)

1
...
1
 = MSτ ·

1
...
1
 (3)
Since each goniophotometric measurement is a relative distribution independent of the absolute
transmission of the chosen filter, the additional condition in Eq. (3) has to hold. It means that
each row of the matrix MSτ adds up to 1, which implies that each relative goniophotometric
measurement describes in sum one spectral source. Also different rayfiles typically contain
a different amount of rays. Therefore, the final reconstruction equation as shown in Eq. (4)
includes an additional diagonal matrix containing the number of rays Ni to ensure that each
ray independent of the rayfile has the same importance. The equation shows that the spectral
reconstruction only requires the prior knowledge regarding the measurement system τi and τsys
and the basis spectra Si (λ) to define the matrix MSτ. Afterward, the measured goniophotometric
data provides Mi and Ni .
A1
...
An
 = M−1Sτ ·

N1 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · Nn

−1
·

M1
...
Mn
 (4)
The basis spectra of our test RGB-LED F50360 from Seoul Semiconductor [20] are shown
in Fig. 2. Spectral rayfiles of the RGB-LED can be created by applying Eq. (4) on the three
measured rayfiles M . We used the standard color filters x¯short (λ), x¯long(λ) and v(λ) as shown
in Fig. 2 to create those measurements with a RIGO-801 near field goniophotometer with a
measurement distance of 310 mm in steps of ∆φ = ∆ϑ = 2.5◦. The transmission profiles τi were
obtained in steps of 5 nm.
The resulting M−1Sτ is shown in Fig. 2. The first matrix row shows that the first measurement
with τ1(λ) = x¯short (λ) covers approximately one spectral source because the first matrix value is
nearly one and the remaining values are orders of magnitude smaller. The first row describes the
reconstruction of the blue LED. However, the reconstruction of the green and red LED requires
a linear combination of all measured rayfiles, because neither x¯long(λ) nor v(λ) measured only
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Fig. 2. Normalized basis spectra of well known test RGB-LED and normalized measured
filter transmission spectra used to create the rayfiles.
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Fig. 3. Spectral and spatial well known RGB-LED: (a) Photographic image. (b)-(d) Normal-
ized irradiance of measured rayfiles M1-M3 in the LED plane. (b) M1 τ1 = x¯short (λ). (c)
M2 τ2 = x¯long (λ). (d) M3 τ3 = v(λ).
the individual green or red LED. The second filter x¯long(λ) measured a linear combination of
the green and red LED and the third filter v(λ) measured a linear combination of all LEDs. This
is also indicated by the second and third row of M−1Sτ , because at least two values in each row are
in the same order of magnitude.
Figure 3 shows the test device and the normalized irradiance of all measured rayfiles M1-M3
with 10 × 106 rays in the LED plane. We chose this plane since there the irradiance provides a
sharp image of the individual LEDs, which can be verified by a comparison with the photographic
image. The LED at the top of the images is the green LED. The blue LED is on the left hand
side and the red LED on the right hand side.
3. Creating spectral LED models
Theoretically, the general problem is solved by applying Eq. (4) on the measured rayfiles.
However, due to the discrete nature of rayfiles, the rays of different rayfiles will not be defined at
the same positions with the same directions and a direct calculation is not possible. Therefore
applying Eq. (4) requires a transformation from the rayfiles to equally resolved measurement
models as shown in Fig. 4. Afterward, Eq. (4) is applied on the measurement models M to
achieve the spectral models A. Finally, the spectral models can be used to create spectral rayfiles.
n equally resolved 
measurement models
1
S
M
Direct calculation not possible
n original 
rayfiles
n spectral 
rayfiles
n spectral models
Fig. 4. Concept to perform the calculation with rayfiles.
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3.1. Transformation of discrete ray files to continuous models
The transformation of the original rayfiles to the models is visualized in Fig. 5 and can be divided
into three main steps:
• First a spatial histogram, which bases on the starting points on the envelope of the rayfile
is created. The spatial histogram contains Nspatial bins. Figure 5 shows the generation of
the spatial histogram on the left hand side.
N
angular
N
spatial N
voron
spatial
histogram
1. angular
histogram
... angular
histogram
ADC 1
ADC 1
Fig. 5. Visualization of the model creation process: The left hand side shows the determina-
tion of the spatial histogram and the right hand side indicates the generation of the angular
model, which consists of NVoron different angular histograms.
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Fig. 6. Visualization of the overall model: The envelope of the hemisphere is separated in
NVoron spatial areas each covering a relative angular distributions for all included starting
points.
• For the angular model, the envelope is divided into NVoron voronoi regions such that each
regions covers approximately the same amount of ray starting points as shown on the
upper part of the right hand side in Fig. 5.
• In the last step one local angular distribution curve (ADC) for each voronoi region is
created. The ADCs are described as histograms with Nangular bins, which base on the
directions of all rays in the voronoi region. In total there are NVoron ADCs. The process is
visualized in the right hand side of Fig. 5.
The parameter Nspatial describes the spatial model. The parameters NVoron and Nangular both
describe the angular model. While NVoron defines the number of spatial areas with the same
relative angular distribution, Nangular is the number of the angular distributions histogram bins.
There is a trade-off between the angular resolution Nangular of each ADC and their overall number
NVoron. If the amount of ADCs increases, less rays are associated with one ADC. The overall
model is visualized in Fig. 6. The false colors display the amplitudes of the spatial histogram
bins and the voronoi regions show the spatial areas with constant relative ADCs. Note that in
contrast to the spatial histogram the ADCs can be described as sparse matrices to reduce the
data amount because large parts of the ADCs equal zero as the local angular distributions on the
enveloping hemisphere are quite directional.
As a histogram is an estimation of a probability function, the spatial histogram can be inter-
preted as the probability of occurrence Mspatial(X ,Y ) of a random ray starting point (X ,Y ) on the
hemisphere. That ray starting point also defines the voronoi region Voron(X ,Y ) and thus its spe-
cific angular histogram. Therefore the probability of occurrence Mangular(Voron(X ,Y ), φ, ϑ) of a
random ray direction (φ, ϑ) does also depend on the starting point. Finally, the overall probability
of occurrence of a ray is given by the product of Mspatial(X ,Y ) and Mangular(Voron(X ,Y ), φ, ϑ)
as described in Eq. (5).
M(X ,Y , φ, ϑ) = Mspatial(X ,Y ) × Mangular(Voron(X ,Y ), φ, ϑ) (5)
3.2. Estimating the precision of the light source models
The model quantizes the original rayfiles and therefore requires the definition of the resolution
parameters NVoron, Nangular and Nspatial. The direct definition of those resolution parameters is
not intuitive and also depends on the initial data resolution of the measurement and the rayfile.
Therefore it is necessary to compare the original rayfile with the rayfile that is created by Eq. (5).
The concept is visualized in Fig. 7. As proposed in [21] the similarity of both rayfiles is obtained
by evaluating their normalized cross correlation values at different distances R to cover near-,
mid- and far field. The NCC of measurement model i at distance R is defined in Eq. (6).
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Fig. 7. Estimating the precision of the light source models.
NCCi ,R =
∑
φ,ϑ
(
Ii ,R(φ, ϑ) − I¯i ,R
) (
Ji ,R(φ, ϑ) − J¯i ,R
)
√∑
φ,ϑ
(
Ii ,R(φ, ϑ) − I¯i ,R
)2 ∑
φ,ϑ
(
Ji ,R(φ, ϑ) − J¯i ,R
)2 (6)
The variable Ii ,R(φ, ϑ) is the achieved intensity distribution at distance R of a rayfile, which
was created with measurement model i, and the variable Ji ,R(φ, ϑ) is the achieved intensity
distribution at distance R of the original rayfile, which was used to create measurement model
i. The variables I¯i ,R and J¯i ,R are the mean values of the corresponding intensity distribution.
Each intensity distribution is achieved by assigning the rays to equally distributed points on an
enveloping hemisphere. The distance R defines the radius of the hemisphere. The generation of
those points is described in [22, 23].
As the envelope of the RGB-LED was set to 5 mm, we evaluated the intensity distributions at
the distances 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 300 mm. Each of the equally distributed sampling
points used to determine the intensity of the RGB-LED covered approximately a solid angle of
0.0025 sr. At this resolution the NCC between the original rayfile containing 106 rays and the
original rayfile containing 10 × 106 rays from the same measurement is above 0.996 at each
distance. The difference can assumed to be noise, which results in the smaller rayfile due to the
high resolution. As a NCC of above 0.99 indicates good agreement [18, 21], that resolution is
suitable for the precision estimation of the created light source models.
3.3. Negative and false positive amplitudes
All resolutions Nspatial, NVoron and Nangular as well as all positions of the voronoi regions are the
same for each measurement model. That way Eq. (4) can be performed on the spatial histogram
and all ADCs to create the histograms of the spectral models. Those histograms finally contain
the amplitudes A of the physical basis spectra.
Especially in case of high model resolutions, the obtained results also contain negative
amplitudes A− . However, as A represents the amplitudes of the physical basis spectra, negative
amplitudes must assumed to be reconstruction errors. Furthermore the existence of a negative
amplitude A− implies the existence of a false positive amplitude because the overall integral of
the amplitudes A is constant for each model, which is indicated by Eq. (3). We can define the
amount of negative amplitudes Q as the relation of negative amplitudes |A− | and all amplitudes
|A− | + A+ in Eq. (7) as a quality metric for each spectral model.
Q(A) =
∑ |A− |∑ |A− | + ∑ |A+ | A− ∈ A∀A < 0 A+ ∈ A∀A ≥ 0 (7)
The amount of negative amplitudes gets larger with increasing resolution parameters, which
indicates a trade off between the amount of negative amplitudes Q and the NCC. This trade off
is visualized in Fig. 8. It visualizes the irradiance in the LED plane of the green LED spectral
model. If Q is small, only the green LED is represented, but the irradiance is also blurred out
due to the low angular and spatial resolution of the histograms, which is quantitatively verified
by the NCC. However, if the resolutions are very high, spectral artifacts, which are caused by
false positive rays, start to occur. Based on a more detailed analysis regarding the occurrence of
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Fig. 8. Trade off between model precision NCC (normalized cross-correlation) and artifacts
as amount of negative/false positive amplitudes Q for the green LED model as normalized
irridiance in the LED plane.
negative amplitudes at different model resolutions, we derive a post-processing step to strongly
reduce those reconstruction errors in the following subsection.
3.4. Improvement by nearest neighbor calculation
If the resolution increases, the ray number in the bins further decreases until statistically empty
bins start to arise in the measurement models. This is caused by the high frequency noise of the
original rayfiles. In that case, bins are statistically subtracted from empty bins. This results in
negative values at these bins and false positive values at other bins, which indicate a mismatch
between the measurement models. However, the low amount of negative amplitudes in case
of low resolutions shows that there is no fundamental mismatch between the measurement
models. As the mismatch only arises in case of high resolution models, it can be concluded that
it arises due to the high frequency noise and that the false positive values therefore occur in the
neighborhood of the negative values.
While false positive values cannot be distinguished from correct positive values directly, all
negative values can assumed to be artifacts. This important physical boundary condition always
holds since the basis spectra are the physical basis spectra of the source. Therefore the false
positive values can be reduced strongly by searching for all negative bins, which compensate
positive bins in their neighborhood. The overall integral of the model remains constant during
the process. The nearest neighbor calculation takes place in the spatial histogram and all ADCs.
The process repeats itself while increasing the searched neighborhood region until a user defined
threshold Q final is reached. If the resolution of the models is very high and a large part was not
calculated correctly, the nearest neighbor calculation performs the remaining calculation and
therefore reduces both negative values and false positive values.
Figure 9 visualizes the improvement due to the nearest neighbor calculation compared to the
original calculation with a NCC > 0.9998 and Q final =
Qstart
1000 in case of the tested RGB-LED.
The variable Qstart refers to the amount of negative amplitudes of each spectral model before
performing the nearest neighbor calculation. The artifacts caused by false positive rays are
reduced strongly for both the green and red LED. However, details as the electrodes and the ring
remain visible.
3.5. Adaptive resolution via precision parameters
Due to the improvement caused by the nearest neighbor calculation for models with high
resolutions, the resolution can be optimized until a user defined NCC is reached. We define the
auxiliary variable calculation success x as the 1/x fraction of not correctly calculated bins in
the spectral models. If the calculation success is 100, statistically only 1/100 of all bins was not
calculated correctly. If it is one, all bins were not calculated correctly.
The amount of negative amplitudes Q of a spectral model directly depends on the calculation
success and the matrix row of M−1Sτ , which was used to create the spectral model. The relation is
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Fig. 9. Normalized irridiance in the LED plane for all spectral LED models before and after
the nearest neighbor calculation for NCC = 0.9998 and Q final = Qstart/1000.
described in Eq. 8. The variable a is the sum of all negative matrix values and the variable b is
the sum of all positive matrix values, which occur in the row of M−1Sτ .
Q(x) =
|a |
x
b − (|a | − |a |
x
) + |a |
x
=
|a |
x(b − |a |) + 2 |a | x ≥ 1 (8)
We will use the calculation success, which does only depend on the resolution parameters of
the models, as an auxiliary variable to determine the histogram resolutions Nspatial and Nangular.
It does not only trace both resolutions back to one parameter, but it also rates the interaction of
the original rayfiles according to Eq. (4) and allows a direct estimation of the initial calculation
artifacts according to Eq. (8).
The final workflow is shown in Fig. 10. The user defines the desired precision as minimal
NCC at different distances and Q final for the neighborhood calculation. To start the optimization
an initial value for the calculation success x is required as well.
At first the n original rayfiles are transformed into n histogram based measurement models
using arbitrary low initial model resolutions Nangular, Nspatial and NVoron. Afterward the n spectral
models are calculated according to Eq. (4). Equation (7) is used to estimate the current Q =
Qcurrent of the spectral models. The initial calculation success x defines a Q = Qaim via
Eq. (8). Then Qcurrent and Qaim are compared. We use algorithms such as bisection or false
position [24] until Qcurrent ≈ Qaim to adapt Nspatial for the spatial histogram and Nangular
for the ADCs. Those algorithms only require the assumption that the functional relation is
one-dimensional and monotone and an allowed tolerance  . Strictly spoken  is also an input
parameter. However, if the precision of the false position or bisection algorithm  is small, for
instance below 1% of Q(x), its influence can be neglected.
If Qcurrent ≈ Qaim , n rayfiles are created from the measurement models to calculate their
NCC values with the original rayfiles as described in subsection 3.2. The NCC obtained is
compared with the desired NCC. If the obtained NCC is smaller than the desired NCC, the
remaining resolution parameter NVoron is optimized for the given calculation success x. If NVoron
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Fig. 10. Workflow of the model creation and calculation process including the determination
of NVoron, Nangular and Nspatial by the precision parameters.
is too small, the NCC in the far field gets higher than in the near field because few ADCs with a
high angular resolution are associated with large starting areas. If NVoron is too large, the NCC
in the far field is smaller than in the near field for the same reason. The model introduces a
fuzziness between far field and near field or rather the angular distributions resolution and its
associated area for a given calculation success x, which is adjusted with NVoron.
If the desired NCC cannot be reached by adapting NVoron, the initial x is reduced. If x can
remain high, the initial artifacts are small. However, if x becomes small, the spectral models
show artifacts as shown in Fig. 8. The process stops if the desired NCC is obtained. Finally, the
nearest neighbor calculation reduces the initial calculation artifacts and completes the creation of
the hyperspectral LED models.
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Fig. 11. Influence of the calculation success x on the NCC with original rayfiles containing
(a) 106 rays (b) 10 × 106 rays.
4. Discussion
As shown by Fig. 10, the desired NCC results in a certain calculation success x. Their relation
is also visualized in Fig. 11. The graphs show the achieved NCC displayed as 1 − NCC on a
logarithmic scale at the tested distances for different calculation successes with original rayfiles
containing 106 rays in Fig. 11(a) and 10 × 106 rays in Fig. 11(b). The NCC with the same
calculation success is always higher in Fig. 11(b). This is to be expected because higher model
resolutions can be achieved, before the noise of the larger and therefore higher resolved original
rayfiles reduces the calculation success.
The graphs also verify that the calculation success x remains high for NCCs above 0.99 with
typical original ray amounts, for instance 106 or 10 × 106. According to [21] a NCC > 0.99,
or rather 1 − NCC < 1 × 10−2, indicates good agreement between model and measurement.
Figure 8 supports this suggestion as it shows the irradiance of the spectral models in the LED
plane although the calculated NCC displayed in Fig. 8 refers to intensity distributions of the
measurement models at different distances as described in subsection 3.2.
The comparison of Fig. 9 and Fig. 3 shows that the workflow is capable of creating spectral
and angular resolved spectral rayfiles. As the desired NCC of the measurement model was set to
1 − NCC < 3 × 10−4, the reconstructed individual LEDs in Fig. 9 match the device shown in
Fig. 3 with a high level of detail. Electrodes as well as reflections created by the surrounding
ring are represented in the irradiance distributions created by the spectral models. Since the blue
LED model is nearly represented by the x¯short (λ) measurement, the reflections of the ring can
be assumed to be represented well. The same reflection scheme is observed in the irradiance
distributions of the green and red LED. The reflection is strong near the LED and nearly zero if
the other LEDs shadow the ring.
The calculation time of the proposed algorithms mostly depends on the desired precision.
Using original rayfiles each containing 106 rays, our MATLAB implementation of the workflow
required approximately 40 minutes on an average personal computer (Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3470
CPU @ 3.2GHz and 16GB RAM) to create the hyperspectral LED models of the RGB-LED
with a NCC of 0.996 and Q final =
Qstart
1000 . In case of high precisions, the required resolutions
become quite high, which increases both calculation time and the required RAM. To reconstruct
the high precision hyperspectral RGB-LED model (NCC > 0.9998, Q final =
Qstart
1000 ), we used
a simulation computer (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 v3 @2.3 Ghz and 98GB RAM). That
reconstruction was completed within three hours. The generation of the spectral rayfiles from the
model took only a few seconds in both cases. Details regarding the computational complexity of
accessing a ray to a histogram bin are discussed in the next subsection.
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4.1. Rayfile based light source models
The aim of the proposed light source model is to allow a subtraction of rayfiles form each other
for the purpose of creating spectral rayfiles by solving a system of linear equations. The model
has to represent the original rayfile well. Therefore our solely rayfile based model uses and
adapts concepts of similar light source models, which base solely on the sampling of rayfiles as
well [25–27].
All rayfile based models require a spatial quantification on either a user defined envelope [25]
or the given surface data of the light source [26, 27]. Similar to [25] we use a hemisphere as
envelope since it is general and requires only two dimensions and known radius. Also all methods
define local angular distributions, which are described as histograms.
The sampling grid of the angular histograms differs in all approaches. We obtain all histograms
by sampling rays on equal distributed points on a sphere as described in [25]. The generation of
those points is described in [22,23,25]. Those angular distributions offer the possibility to classify
the rays using one-dimensional kd-search trees [25], which allow a very fast classification with a
calculative complexity O(log n).
In [27] an adaptive interval size is used to define the spatial extended regions of the angular
distributions. The idea is that each region contains a similar amount of rays such that the noise
remains the same in the whole model. As Häring [27] we use a vector quantification algorithm
- Lloyds algorithm [28] - to ensure that the ray number for each voronoi region or rather each
angular distribution is approximately in the same order.
In [26] the resolution of the angular distribution is adapted by comparing the luminous flux of
the spatial region with the flux, which results from integrating the local angular distribution curve.
It starts with a low resolution in the angular space and slowly increases until the desired precision
is reached. By slowly reducing the calculation success in the spatial and angular histograms of
the spectral models, we use a similar concept. Also the definition of a precision parameter is
more easy than the definition of a resolution.
4.2. Limitations of the concepts
The most limiting assumption of the whole process is the constant basis spectra assumption.
Therefore the workflow does not cover nonlinear effects such as phosphor saturation, self
absorption or an inhomogeneous combination of different phosphor layers if their physical basis
spectra are not available. Also all measurements require the steady state condition regarding
electrical and thermal operation conditions.
Furthermore, the nearest neighbor calculation can only be used with physical motivated
basis spectra because the usage of negative amplitudes requires the prior knowledge that they
have to be calculation artifacts. Mathematical basis spectra, which would for instance occur
if a principal component analysis is used to derive the basis spectra, may also create correct
negative amplitudes within an individual model. They only compensate each other after the final
combination of all models.
The resolution of the spectral rayfiles decreases due to the model creation process. Depending
on the desired NCC, the resolution becomes too small for model areas with a high ray density
and too high for areas with a low ray density. The latter leads to artifacts caused by false positive
rays after an incomplete calculation. The areas with low ray densities can be detected and
corrected by the nearest neighbor calculation. Although the neighborhood assumption of the
negative and false positive values provides good results, it cannot be guaranteed that only false
positive rays are used to compensate the negative rays, especially if the searched neighborhood
reaches the order of histogram bins. Therefore, the nearest neighbor calculation is only able to
reduce the initial artifacts to a certain point and the initial calculation success should remain as
high as possible for the desired NCC. Another option to enhance the NCC without reducing the
calculation success is to enhance the resolution of the goniophotometric measurements and the
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number of rays in the original rayfiles. However, the enhancement of the ray number directly
influences the calculation time.
The proposed verification of the spectral reconstruction relies only on the matrix MSτ. There-
fore spectral reconstruction errors, which are either induced by deviating transmission filter
profiles or an insufficient description of the basis spectra, cannot be excluded even if the amount
of negative amplitudes equals zero. This is only relevant in case of spectral complex systems.
If, for instance, phosphor converted white LEDs are combined with red and green LEDs and
their basis spectra are not directly available, their spectral overlap will reduce the precision of
the numerical basis spectra deduction described in [19].
5. Conclusion and outlook
We described and validated a workflow to create hyperspectral LED light source models as a linear
combination of spectral models each representing a constant physical basis spectrum. Therefore,
we transformed conventional rayfiles into histogram based measurement models consisting
of a spatial sampled hemisphere with a number of constant relative angular distributions. A
reasonable model resolution with respect to the initial rayfile precision is achieved by the
definition of a desired normalized cross correlation. That precision includes the acceptance
of initial spectral reconstruction errors, which are evaluated by the amount of negative and
false positive amplitudes in the spectral models. Afterward, the neighborhood relation between
detectable negative and non-detectable false positive amplitudes is used to reduce the spectral
reconstruction errors. The workflow neither requires time consuming angular resolved spectral
measurements or hyperspectral measurements to create and verify the models, nor any geometric
information about the device under test except an enveloping hemisphere. It can therefore be
used on any 3-dimensional LED light source.
The reconstructed spectral models of a well known test RGB-LED correctly represented the
three individual LEDs. If the NCC is set as high as 0.9998, the models even provide details, for
instance the electrodes, which demonstrates the potential of the concept. The obtained rayfiles
can be used directly in conventional raytracing software since their spectral information is
correctly described by one global attached spectrum.
Since the histogram based spatial and angular models can be evaluated with calculative
complexity O(log n) by kd-search trees, they can also be used for inverse ray tracing simulations.
Due to the extension of the workflow described in this publication, the determination of the basis
spectra might be the precision limiting factor from now on. In future work we will therefore
consider to further optimize the deduction process of the basis spectra.
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